
A quote flashes on screen with a Gamesradar+ logo beneath. Beside the quote, an awards logo appears, 

which reads: Gamesradar+ hardware awards 2021, Best gaming mouse. 

Text appears: Razer is onto a winner with its latest Basilisk. Gamesradar+. 

A quote flashes on screen with a tom’s hardware logo beneath. Beside the quote, an awards logo 

appears, which reads: Tom’s hardware, best of 2021. 

Text appears: The best gaming mouse you can buy right now. 

A quote flashes on screen with a PC Gamer logo beneath. Beside the quote, an awards logo appears, 

which reads: PC gamer, best gaming mouse 2021. 

Text appears: It's extremely comfortable to hold on to for hours on end. 

The Razer Basilisk V3 mouse appears on a pedestal against a wall of brightly colored LED screens. 

Text appears: Razer Basilisk V3 

A quote flashes on screen with a Windows Central logo beneath. 

Text appears: The Basilisk V3 is a killer gaming mouse. 

A quote flashes on screen with a tom’s hardware logo beneath. Beside the quote, an awards logo 

appears, which reads: Tom’s hardware, editor’s choice. 

Text appears: Basilisk V3 is unquestionably excellent. 

A quote flashes on screen with a Gamesradar+ logo beneath. 

Text appears: Razer's latest Basilisk mouse offers some truly excellent upgrades that elevate the whole 

experience. 

A quote flashes on screen with a Gamesradar+ logo beneath. 

Text appears: The Razer Basilisk V3 is an all-in-one powerhouse. 

A quote flashes on screen with a tom’s hardware logo beneath. Beside the quote, an awards logo 

appears, which reads: Tom’s hardware, editor’s choice. 

Text appears: The Razer Basilisk V3 takes things to a new level. 

A quote flashes on screen with a Techtesters logo beneath. Beside the quote, an awards logo appears, 

which reads: Techtesters recommended. 

Text appears: An underexplored recommendation. 

A quote flashes on screen with a Windows Central logo beneath. Beside the quote, an awards logo 

appears, which reads: Recommended, Windows Central. 

Text appears: The best FPS gaming mouse now as a smarter scroll wheel. 

The top-down shot of the Razer Basilisk V3 glows with Razer Chroma RGB lighting, complemented by the 

same illumination from a nearby Razer keyboard and mouse mat. 



Text appears: Razer Basilisk V3. 

Razer logo appears. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


